A Cloud Angel Sighted on the Day Pope Francis was Elected
Angel In The Sky The Day Of Election Of Pope Francis?
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(Before It's News)

A message from above?
That’s what several South Florida residents thought after looking toward the sky on the day a new pope was named. Most saw an angel in the clouds and grabbed their cameras to document the vision.
For some, it was a clear sign from heaven, maybe a message from God himself, showing his pleasure at the election of the first Latin American as the 267th successor of St. Peter.

I see an angel there sure. Who knows. -Mort
'Cloud Angel' Heralds New Pope

March 15, 2013

Residents of South Florida thought it a sign from the heavens when a "cloud angel" appeared in the sky on the day of Pope Francis' selection. Several photos of the intriguing formation were sent in to WPTV in West Palm Beach. Coast listener Rocky (mrichmond@bellsouth.net) snapped his own shot of the curious phenomenon (pictured). More at WPTV.com.
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Angel in sky photos: South Florida sees a message from above

March 13, 2013

Read more:

Many shared their images which showed different angles of the 'angel' cloud.

Like a Rorschach inkblot test, the angel cloud means different things to different people. But one thing is clear – it captured the imagination.

Read more:

From his willingness to cook his own meals and get around by bus, to his choice of St. Francis as inspiration for his name, the new pope has stressed humility and a simple life that could signal a change in tone at the center of the Roman Catholic Church.